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When individuals, agencies, 
government, police, courts and 
NGO’s coordinate policies and 
actions to:  

keep domestic violence victims safe 
in the community; 

hold the offenders accountable; &

change the culture around domestic 
violence in the community.



“National practices throughout the world have 

demonstrated that ‘collaboration and coordination 

between governments, NGOs, and civil society 

organizations continue to be vital in the development 

of effective practices to eliminate violence against 

women.’   Interagency collaboration and 

communication helps ensure that the system works 

faster and better for victims, that they are protected 

and receive effective services, and that offenders are 

held accountable and cease their abusive behavior. 

These should be the ultimate goals for any systemic 

response to domestic violence.”

Recommendations for Effective B ATTERER INTERVENTION in Central & Eastern 
Europe & the Former Soviet Union PROGRAMS
The Advocates for Human Rights, BIP_report_January_2016.pdf
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Your community:
Prosecutors & law enforcement 

Advocates/victims

New Mainer representatives

Probation and Pre-trial

Judges, Bail Commissioners, Magistrates

Healthcare providers

Attorneys 

Government

University  

Other NGO’s (social service) 

Batterer Intervention Programs

Faith Communities

Other? 
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Promote a shared understanding of domestic 
violence: a pattern of behavior, which is sometimes 
a criminal act, for which the abuser is responsible

Focus on the abuser’s behavior, without blaming 
the victim

Work with the victim to create a safety plan and 
respect the victim’s decisions

Recognize the abuser’s power over the victim

Understand that trying to fix the relationship can be 
dangerous; stopping the violence is the goal

Foster dialogue among criminal justice and civil 
sectors, the community, and victims

Promote a linguistically and culturally appropriate 
community response
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Improve interagency communication

Training 

Develop and implement new policies, 
legislation

Work with victims to safety plan

Hold offenders accountable

Identify and respond to harm to children

Risk Assessment and Management (HRRT)

Change how community thinks about violence 

Increase awareness about diverse 
communities

Improve Access to Justice 



Early identification of high risk 
offenders/victims

Communication and coordination among 
disciplines using a common language

Intervention plans 

Research based model: risk assessment, MDT, 
on-going monitoring/containment of offender

Partners sharing information, resources and 
tools to inform their own agency response 

How to incorporate cultural sensitivity?



Train BIP facilitators on cultural competency/ 
sensitivity and to understand their own biases. 
Partner with local culturally specific advocacy 
agencies for training. 

Safety is key: ensure that the facilitator can 
keep the participant from a diverse community 
safe and engaged in the class. 

There is value to having diverse individuals in 
the same room, and learning from the other 
participants. 

Debbonaire, Thangam. “Responding to diverse ethnic communities in domestic violence perpetrator programmes.” Expert Essay (2015): 
7,  (accessed at http://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/fileadmin/WWP_Network/redakteure/Expert%20Essays/WWP-
EN%20Expert%20Essay%20-%20Diversity.pdf   



Consider using innovative techniques such as 
Language buddies and trained cultural brokers 
as co-teachers.  

Recommend programs research the 
demographics of their catchment area to 
determine if they are reflecting the local 
population, and whether certain groups are 
being excluded or are disproportionately 
represented in the program referrals.  



Collect feedback from BIP service providers on 
challenges in serving diverse populations. 

Include those with LEP and different cultures 
in the larger class, but ensure cultural 
differences do not isolate the individual, and 
that he/she is supported and safe. 

Train facilitators to better engage diverse 
populations in ways that make classes 
relevant: make simple changes to materials or 
referral systems in order to reflect local 
populations better and be more accessible.



NOW Legal Defense and 
Education Fund
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Fear of Deportation

Economic Survival 

Language Barriers

Misinformation about the U.S. Legal 
System

Fear of Being Ostracized

Fear of Abandoning Home

Fear of Losing Custody



Cultural Freezing: “immigrants are expected to 
strictly adhere to the cultural norms and values 
of their countries of origin due to fear that 
they will otherwise lose their cultural identify 
entirely.” 

Johnson, Lydia. “Gender-Based Violence in Immigrant & Refugee Communities: Devising Local 
Intervention Strategies in the Absence of Best Practice research.” SOWO 709: Human Migration, Dec. 
10, 2012. 



NOW Legal Defense and 
Education Fund
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Language Barriers 32.8%

Fear of Immigration Problems 30.6%

Did Not Know of Services 26.1%

Not Want Government Help 20.1%

Was Afraid 19.4%

Never Sought Any Services 18.5%

No Transportation 16.4%

Fear Govt Would Take Children 14.4%

Abuser Prevented Me  14.0%



NOW Legal Defense and 
Education Fund
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No Money 68.3%

Fear of Losing Children 53.3%

Fear of Being Alone 41.7%

Keep Family Together 41.2%

Have No Where to Go 35.3%

No Job 31.8%

Partner More Violent 26.7%



NOW Legal Defense and 
Education Fund
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Positive Factors:
Length of time in the United States

Spouse had filed immigration petition for her

Negative Factor:
Victim’s immigration status



NOW Legal Defense and 
Education Fund
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Significant difference between victims 
willingness to call the police related to their 
immigration status:

Stable (citizen/permanent resident) 34.4%

Temporary (temporary visa) 16.7%

Undocumented 14.8%



1. Western based goals and metrics of our work 

2. Language and the use of child interpretation

3. System dependence for “success” and funding

4. The lack of trauma informed service delivery, 
awareness 

5. The lack of trust in faith based and natural 
community supports

6. The impact of gender role norms and cultural 
differences



8. The lack of multi-generational approaches

9. Fear of government and services

10. The lack of advocacy

11. The lack of knowledge for navigating the 
system 

12. Inability of system players to recognize that 
they are not the cultural experts

13. The tension created by the perception that 
the government is in the home

14. The lack of a holistic approach that focuses on 
the whole family and the “big picture”



A woman in the community tells Muna that Lila, 31, is having lots of troubles. After Lila’s second 
child is born her husband Ali, 33, starts to act strange and is more violent – he used to just yell.  He 
starts to come and go like he doesn’t really live with Lila and the children any more. He will show 
up in the middle of the night yelling, smashing things and he hits Lila.

One night she calls the police and Ali grabs the phone and mashes it into bits and then grabs Lila’s 
wrist and sprains it. She is scared for herself and her children and decides to hire a lawyer because 
she has enough money. With the lawyer she gets a protection from abuse order. When Ali is served 
the PFA he freaks out and goes to the community leaders. The leaders encourage him to fight back, 
so he hires his own lawyer and tries to gets the PFA dismissed. 

Lila is caught in the middle between the legal process and her community who is pushing her to 
drop the PFA. She is confused and scared and thinks it is easier to trust the community than the 
American legal system, so she drops the PFA. Ali starts to stops by her home whenever he wants 
and threatens Lila, saying he will take the children and get his own PFA.

Now Lila is more frightened than ever and has no more money for a lawyer so she decides to fight 
back using language and threats similar to Ali’s. Ali then gets a PFA that Lila violates and she gets 
arrested because now he is using the children against her to get back at her. Now what and who 
does she turn to for help?



1. What actions could you take in responding to 
this situation, initially and ongoing?

2. How do you begin a conversation with Lila to 
discuss her situation? What questions do you 
ask?

3. What are Lila’s immediate needs?

4. How do you proceed? Honoring Lila’s needs 
and respecting her community?

5. What resources are available for Lila and her 
children?

6. What are the challenges in responding to this 
situation?  Do you have any questions about the 
best course of action?



Start self-learning about cultural norms and 
institute policy changes that reflect cultural 
norms

Leverage existing passions and commitments to 
DVSA issues for New Mainers 

Work with New Mainers to get feedback 
regarding organizations and services 

Create services centered on the DVSA 
victims/survivors 

Recognize catalysts and leverage timing for 
change



Work with our ethnic populations instead of on their 
behalf

Create intentional, meaningful collaborations and 
communication between mainstream and ethnic led 
organizations for service delivery 

Review internal structures, services and values

Support and hold each other accountable for growth 
and learning

Share and willingly receive constructive feedback

Respectfully ask what we don’t know

Commit to start our work where we share common 
values
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Luppi@cumberlandcounty.org


